
 

Poster Story 
For the 60th CLF, a landmark event, the design of its poster was initiated by a young graphic artist 
Murtaza Irfan Ali. He made the sea waves (symbolising the Arabian Sea next to Karachi) and the 
lighthouse (built in 1851, this tall stone tower still exists on Manora Island located close to the Karachi 
harbour). He had also made a large book, which dominated the design, and written inside it relevant 
details advertising the CLF.  
 
However, it was felt that the book appeared rather drab, and the design lacked showing children or child 
characters from storybooks.  A few characters were therefore provided from Rumana Husain’s books 
(since these were needed in high resolution, they were provided from her books) and Fauzia Minallah 
was requested to provide her previous illustrations.  
 
Instead of Murtaza continuing to work on it, it was then decided that ITA’s in-house designer, 
Mohammed Abubakar will pick out elements from a few previous posters and compose the poster.  
 
A line drawing of Karachi’s cityscape was taken from an older poster that was designed by Azcorp. 
However, Azcorp could not confirm the name of the artist.  
 
The bird and girl characters are from a bilingual book in Nepali and English, which was co-authored by 
Buddhi Sagar (Kathmandu) and Rumana Husain (Karachi), and was illustrated by the prominent 
contemporary Pakistani artist, Adeel uz Zafar. This award-winning book was published in Nepal.  
 
The array of Pakistani children in regional dresses is taken from a CLF poster that Fauzia Minallah had 
designed a few years back.  
 
The tree, cat, book-readying monkey, and book-reading lobster emerging from the sea were taken from 
a CLF poster designed by Rumana Husain for Karachi a few years back.  
 
The two girls appearing next to the tree are characters from Rumana’s bilingual series ‘City Tales’ by 
Oxford University Press (OUP) and is illustrated by Indian artist Priya Kurian.  
 
Lastly, the flying books are all CLF books published in partnership with OUP. These are the first three CLF 
books written by Rumana in Urdu, and in English by Fauzia.  
 
Hence this is a unique poster that incorporates the works of six artists plus a designer who put it all 
together to adorn the lively poster.  

 


